
August 13, 2015

Mitch Bierer
16 MaryBeth Court
OʼFallon, Mo, 63368"
636-219-2520
MitchBierer@hotmail.com

Carondelet Community Betterment Federation
6408 Michigan Ave.
St. Louis, Mo, 6311

Dear Carondelet Community Betterment Federation, 

" I canʼt believe that the Carondelet Community Betterment Federation is already 
on the 7th mural selection! What a honor it is to be able to submit a proposal for such a 
fun and generous project. This project is not only adding to the city of Carondelet, but 
the city of St. Louis as a whole!

" Some of my newer works have had strong responses from the communities I 
have painted in, and I would love to bring that kind of energy into Carondelet. Each one 
has been tied to a theme based on the “Pursuit of Happiness”. Whether you are in the 
struggle for happiness now, or you have gone threw strenuous struggles to achieve your 
current happiness, you can relate. So all of these pieces not only bring in aesthetic 
beauty, but also a resonating concept.
"
" The big budget that comes with doing a project like this will give me the ability to 
take my art further than I have ever been able to go, with any project I have been 
involved with to date. And that is something I am beyond eager to do! I feel like I have 
reached a new level with my art, and with the right funding, my work can become 
something that really reflects my true potential as an artist. 

" Mural making has been in my family for a couple of generations now. And I would 
love to add to the list of our family achievements by adding something unique, and 
beautiful to Carondelet, and St. Louis!

Thank you for considering this proposal.

Sincerely, 

Mitch Bierer
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